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Context-Aware Security demands a security system such as a Smart Door 
Lock to be flexible in determining security levels. The context can be in various 
forms; a person’s activity in the house is one of them and is proposed in this 
research. Several learning methods, such as Naïve Bayes, have been used 
previously to provide context-aware security systems, using related attributes. 
However conventional learning methods cannot be implemented directly to a 
Context-Aware system if the attribute of the learning process is low level. In the 
proposed system, attributes are in forms of movement data obtained from a 
PIR Sensor Network. Movement data is considered low level because it is not 
related directly to the desired context, which is activity. To solve the problem, 
the research proposes a hierarchical learning method, namely Hierarchical 
Hidden Markov Model (HHMM). HHMM will first transform the movement data 
into activity data through the first hierarchy, hence obtaining high level 
attributes through Activity Recognition. The second hierarchy will determine 
the security level through the activity pattern. To prove the success rate of the 
proposed method a comparison is made between HHMM, Naïve Bayes, and 
HMM. Through experiments created in a limited area with real sensed activity, 
the results show that HHMM provides a higher F1-Measure than Naïve Bayes 
and HMM in determining the desired context in the proposed system. Besides 
that, the accuracies obtained respectively are 88% compared to 75% and 82%. 

  
1. Introduction 

Context-Aware Security can be said as flexible security [1]. Actually, users desire heavy security for unauthorized 
people and light security for authorized people. Here the security system is demanded to be more dynamic. To obtain 
the dynamic security, several contexts are usually trained through various machine learning methods. One of them is 
Naïve Bayes [2]. The problem with these kinds of machine learning methods is that the method only gives good results 
when working with high level attributes [3]. Usually to reach such high level attributes some data needs to undergo 
various processes such as feature extraction and normalization. 

What if a system is working with low level attributes or attributes that are not directly related to a certain context. 
In an earlier system, the system proposes IP Camera, only providing camera footage for context switching [4]. In the 
proposed system, the system works with movement data obtained from a PIR Sensor Network [5]. If machine learning 
method such as Naïve Bayes is implemented to such data, the result would probably be garbage in garbage out [6]. To 
solve this problem a hierarchical learning approach is proposed. The learning approach first transforms low level 
attributes into high level attributes and then provides context-aware or dynamic security by learning from the high level 
attributes. Hence, it forms a hierarchy. The first hierarchy will transform movement data into activity data. Such 
transformation is usually called Activity Recognition [7]. Activity Recognition is a research term frequently implemented 
in the case of home automation also anomaly behavior in elderly living [8]. But it is seldom in context-aware security. 
Hence, the novelty of the proposed method. 

This research proposes Hierarchical Hidden Markov Model (HHMM) as the method for Activity Recognition. 
HHMM is an extension of Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [9]. In HMM a single Hidden Layer is used to deduce input as 
output. The hierarchy in HHMM can add inference from the previous deduction. 

To detect the movement of the user inside the house, a Passive Infrared (PIR) sensor network is deployed [10]. 
PIR is a sensor to detect human movement. Three PIR sensors will be used to detect movement across the house. It 
will be distributed inside the house in the living room, dining room, and kitchen. NodeMCU will be used to build the 
wireless sensor network. NodeMCU is a microcontroller with Wi-Fi capabilities.  

To carry out three different levels of security, this research will implement a smart lock [11]. Multilevel Security 
will be carried out in forms of a combination of password, Wi-Fi connection, and device buttons implemented on the 
smart lock [12]. 
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To prove the hypothesis that Hierarchical Learning will be suited for context-aware security, a comparison will be 
made between HHMM, Naïve Bayes, and HMM. Naïve Bayes and HMM will represent the non-hierarchical learning 
method. The highest learning performance between the three methods will be the conclusion of the research. 

The first chapter of this paper is the explanation of the motivation of the researchers and the method applied. The 
second chapter will discuss about related researches. The third chapter provides scientific method elaboration and the 
proposed system design. The fourth chapter will consist of experiment documentation and analysis reports. The fifth 
and final chapter will be the research’s conclusion and potential future work. 

 
2. Research Method 

A research was conducted in 2016 in the area of context-aware smart homes [13]. The scope of research was 
not limited to only smart lock but all appliances in homes. The research used fuzzy logic for the context-awareness, 
using multiple sensors such as PIR Sensor, Light Intensity Sensor, etc. The system controls door locks, AC, TV, lights, 
and others. Elaborate detail about the fuzzy design and detail of the experiment dimension were not provided in this 
paper. 

In 2017 another research was conducted on context-aware smart homes [14]. This research provided an example 
scenario for the context such that the system will remind the user to lock the door based on the user’s activity in the 
house. For user localization, the research uses multiple sensors, namely PIR sensor, door sensor, and microphones. 
For activity recognition the research uses a method called Markov Logic Networks. The research names pattern of 
activities as situation recognition. The research also provides an adequate performance measurement on the proposed 
method showing accepted level of accuracy. 

In 2018, another research was conducted for context-aware accessibility for IoT environment in campus area 
[15]. This research states static accessibility method as the main problem of the research and intends to propose a 
dynamic accessibility method that appears seamless and robust, connoting that one’s accessibility to a resource can 
change based on context. The additional context that influences the fluidity of the accessibility is environmental context. 
Though proposing interesting ideas, the research does not provide an adequate machine learning method that supports 
such dynamics. 

Basically, a smart door lock is a conventional lock that is enhanced by the emerging capabilities of Internet of 
Things, meaning that a door lock can be opened by unlimited resource connected to the Internet, for example, Wi-Fi 
frequency, Bluetooth, RFID, and others. In 2017 there was a research that enhanced the capability of a smart door lock 
by implementing Block Chain [16]. Block Chain is a popular security method to secure online transaction benefiting from 
cryptocurrency or Bitcoin. Adapting the same technology, the main concept is the not any different, a chain of ledger is 
distributed between the rightful users of a smart door lock, anyone to access the home is to enter the ledger with the 
correct mechanism. 

In the same year, another innovation was made related to smart door lock [17]. In this research, visible light is 
used as an additional authentication for the user to enter the house. The proposed system still maintained wireless 
connection, in this case, Bluetooth as the main authentication, but whilst communicating Bluetooth, there is also visible 
light transaction between the “key” and the “key hole”. To add the accuracy of the authentication, the system adds a 
method called triple sampling. An accuracy performance test is provided in the research and returns sufficient results. 

In 2019 a design was presented through a research on a smart door lock with face recognition [18]. The paper 
stated that the problem identification is that users frequently have problems opening the door lock because their hands 
are occupied, thus being the objective of using face recognition. It was a problem statement provided by user survey. 
The smart lock device uses a typical solenoid lock for the actuator. However, it adds another two relays for the lock 
controller. Adding two relays for the controller can provide levels in security. It also provides additional servo motor 
mechanics to open the door handle. 

A well-known method for Activity Recognition is HMM. There are other methods, such as Cross-Validated 
Likelihood (CVL). A research was conducted to compare the two methods [19]. In this research, an amount of sensors 
with various types were distributed in two separate homes. The types of sensors were acoustic sensor, PIR Sensor, 
pressure matts and thermoelectric sensors. The experiment results of the research show that CVL has a better 
performance than HMM in predicting user activities. 

Hierarchical HMM or HHMM has been used as method for Human Activity Recognition (HAR) in a research in 
2019 [20]. This research used two homes for observation of the HAR experiment. The aim is to compare the 
effectiveness of the system in two different environments. Two types of sensors are used, namely motion sensor and 
door sensor. The research also introduces a term called “interrupted activity” where an activity can overlap with another 
activity. 
 
2.1 System Design 

Several types of sensors are needed to complement the home security system based on IoT with user Activity 
Recognition. From the design, the sensors needed are PIR, NodeMCU, and Buzzer. PIR sensor for detection of human 
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movements. Buzzers are used to provide alerts. Then NodeMCU is the main hardware for connecting PIR and Buzzer 
sensors. The smartphone here serves to receive notifications from NodeMCU containing information from the PIR 
sensor for movements that have been through the marshalling process, which will be sent directly to the smartphone in 
the form of notifications. Figure 1 is a block diagram of the PIR Sensor Network. 

Figure 1 illustrates that one node of PIR Sensor Network consists of one PIR Sensor and one NodeMCU. The 
network is connected to the Internet via Wi-Fi. The data collected form the PIR Sensor is stored in Firebase, an open 
source cloud database. From data collection, the security level is determined and is sent to the Smart Door Lock system. 

The PIR sensor does not capture movement, the security level becomes high and the door will be locked. 
Moreover, if the PIR sensor captures movement, the security level will be low and the door will not be locked. Other 
security levels are determined by activity. As seen in Table 1, the level of security in this system is divided into high 
security, medium security, and low security. 

 
Table 1. Security-Level vs Activities 

Security Level Activities Security Access 

Low 
Resting 

Button on the door 
Watching TV 

Medium 
Eating Smartphone Wi-Fi 

connection Eating while watching TV 

High 
Cooking 

Password on smartphone 
Washing dishes 

 
As seen in Figure 2, the PIR Sensor is placed in each room to get the accuracy of capturing human movements 

around the room. In the Living Room, a single PIR Sensor is placed in the middle. In the Family Room another PIR 
Sensor is placed in the middle. In the Dining Room one PIR Sensor is placed and in the Kitchen one PIR Sensor is 
placed. 

The workflow of the system begins with the initialization of the PIR Sensor. Next the NodeMCU will check whether 
the PIR Sensor is on or not. Then if there is no movement of the PIR Sensor, it will be detected. If there is activity, the 
movement to the next state will be calculated. After the activity is derived, it will send a message to the smart lock 
system. 

 

Internet

Human 

Activity

PIR 

Sensor
Nodemcu

Smart Door 

Lock

Server

HHMM 

Server

 
Figure 1. PIR Sensor Network 
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Figure 2. Sensor Placement 

 

The output of the system determines the security level of the door lock. A smart lock device is built for this 
purpose. This smart lock device has the capacity to open and close a lock electrically and remotely with Wi-Fi 
capabilities by user smartphone.  

The main controller is the NodeMCU. A button and a relay is attached directly to the NodeMCU. The NodeMCU 
has embedded Wi-Fi capabilities so it can connect directly to the Internet. The button is one of the three levels of 
security. The two other security levels are accessed via smartphone, hence, using the Internet connection. The Internet 
connection is also connected to the context-aware decision making system. The NodeMCU can control the state of the 
Solenoid Lock by sending digital pulse via the Relay. Control of the Lock is only determined by the allowed security 
level determined by the context-aware system. 
 
2.2 Activity Recognition 
2.2.1 Hierarchical Hidden Markov Model 

HHMM is an extension of HMM that consists of two levels of hidden variables while the observation process is in 
the first level and user’s hidden interests in the second level [21]. HMM is a method usually used for reinforcement 
learning in the area of temporal pattern recognition. HMM can be applied in areas such as speech recognition, 
handwriting recognition, and also can be applied in supply chain prediction [22]. The following is a detailed description 
of Figure 3 [21]. T is the hidden state of the first level, N is a number of states in the first level, R is the state of 
observation, M is a number of observation symbols (items), P is a two-level hidden state, K is a state number on two 
levels. Transitions between nodes are calculated as probabilities. 

The definition of HMM based on [23] is a statistical model where a system modeled is assumed to be a markov 
process with conditions that cannot be directly observed. The fundamental difference from the markov chain with the 
HMM is that the markov chain is useful for calculating the probability of the sequence of events that can be observed, 
while the HMM is a development model that functions on problems that want to be known but cannot be observed. 
Problems that can be solved using HMM include evaluation, conclusions, and learning. 

Figure 4 is the initial state of HHMM which is used with initial probability values, probabilities between zones to 
paths, and probabilities between lines. In this state, there are three zones and paths or activities have five activities. 

 

R0 R1 R2 RM-1

T0 T1 T2 TN-1

P0 P1 P2 PK-1Level 2

Level 1

Observation

 
Figure 3. Hierarchical Hidden Markov Model 
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Figure 4. The HHMM Model 

 
The initial probability taken from the value of each initial zone begins. Probability between zones to paths is taken 

from the value of the transfer of activities carried out during testing. Probability between lines is taken from the value of 
the transfer of activities carried out during testing. Zone probabilities to the path are taken from activities carried out in 
zone 1 through path 1, path 2, path 3, path 4, path 5 and etc. 

 

2.2.2 Viterbi Algorithm 
Viterbi algorithm is an algorithm to find the possibility of hidden status circuits (commonly called viterbi path) that 

are generated in a series of event observations, especially in the HHMM scope [24]. To find the best status series, q = 
(q(1), q(2)....q(ґ)), for the observational series O = (o(1), o(2).....o(ґ)), need to be defined as the following Equation 1. 
[24].  

 
δt(i) = maxP[q(1), q(2)… . q(t − 1), q(t) = i, o1 

q(1), q(2)…q(t − 1) 
o(2). . . . o(t)|λ] 

(1) 

 
δt(i) is the best circuit, that is, with the greatest probability, at time t where the calculation for the first observation 

t and ends at status i. For the value of q(1) is the best status in the first status while o(1) is the first series in the 
observation state. After the results are obtained, the max value will be taken as the optimal value. Complete steps to 
find the best path can be formulated as follow Equation 2 [24]. 
 

δ1(i) = Πibi(o1), 1 ≤ i ≤ N 
Aґ(1) = 0. 

(2) 

 
In the initialization stage, the process of initialization will be carried out. Here's the detailed explanation, Πi is the 

initial probability of each state, bi(o1) is the probability output from the first element of state observation. 1 ≤ i ≥ N is the 
equation with i is the state to -i and N is the number of states, Aґ (1) is the transition probability value for the first time.  

Next stage is recursive stage. It is a repetition process is carried out on the process itself with equation δt(i) = 
max [δt-1(i)aij]bj(ot) for 1 ≤ i ≤ N, where t-1(i) is a time series reduced by 1 with the state i, aij is the probability of 
displacement from state i to j while bj is a density probability state. The next stage is termination stage that maintain P* 
= max [δT(i)] for 1 ≤ i ≤ N. In the termination stage, the decision stage is carried out with P*, namely by taking the 
maximum value from each sequence of observations and generating the best path. Finally, is the step for determining 
the status path. 
 
3. Results and Discussion 

The results obtainesd in the system are in the form of an activity pattern that will be used to lock the door 
automatically. This system is tested using 3 nodes along with 3 PIR sensors which are spread to several points. Data 
obtained from the PIR sensor will be processed using the Viterbi algorithm in the HHMM so that it will produce the 
optimal path and the path will be used to lock the door. 
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1822 amount of movement data collection from all PIR sensors were stored through a span of 21 days. The data 
was collected particularly from 03.15 p.m. to 06.00 p.m. on each day. This data was divided into training data and testing 
data, 50% each. 

The methodology is to determine activity from movement data in the first hierarchy of the HHMM. This is done 
with the testing data. The learning process is documented in a Zone to Zone Matrix. In the next hierarchy, patterns of 
activity are predicted to determine the level of security needed in the Context-Aware Smart Door Lock. The learning 
process of the pattern is documented in an Activity to Activity Matrix. Finally, with the testing data, the performance of 
the Context-Aware Smart Door Lock in determining the right security level is tested. 
 
3.1 Activity Recognition Implementation 

Table 2 is a matrix of each zone with a total of 3 zones, which have the chance of different displacements in each 
zone. Zone 1 is the kitchen, zone 2 is the dining room, and zone 3 is the living room. 

 
Table 2. Zone to Zone Matrix 

 Kitchen Dining R. Living R. 

Kitchen 0.89 0.03 0.08 
Dining R. 0.02 0.90 0.08 
Living R. 0.10 0.10 0.80 

 
Table 2 explains user movement probability through each zone in the house. Through this probability matrix, 

activity is recognized. 
Table 3 is a matrix of the results of movement between activities or also called paths. The value generated from 

each transfer varies. Activity 1 is a cooking activity, activity 2 is eating activity, activity 3 is an activity of resting or 
watching television, activity 4 is an activity of washing dishes, activity 5 is an activity of eating while watching television. 

Table 3 explains the probability of the exchange of user activity from one activity to the next. Through this 
probability matrix, prediction pattern is created thus determining the security level of the Smart Door Lock. 

 
Table 3. Activity to Activity Matrix 

 Cooking Eating Watching Washing Eat-Watch 

Cooking 0.58 0.02 0.07 0.28 0.05 
Eating 0.00 0.98 0.02 0.00 0.00 

Watching 0.02 0.02 0.87 0.07 0.02 
Washing 0.11 0.02 0.06 0.81 0.00 

Eat-Watch 0.00 0.10 0.24 0.10 0.56 

 
3.2 Context-Aware Smart Door Lock Performance 

Testing data were used to measure the performance of the Context-Aware Smart Door Lock in determining the 
correct level of security. Four parameters are used for measuring the system performance as compassed in previous 
paper. They are recall, accuracy, precision and F-Measure. These parameters are calculated based on False Positive, 
True Positive, True Negative and False Negative value [25].  

Table 4 presents the performance results of predictions produced by HHMM, which are the results of the door 
lock experiment. Low level is the security level of the door lock that uses the button. Medium level is the security level 
of the door lock that uses Wi-Fi. High level is the security level of the door lock that uses the password. 

 
Table 4. Smart Door Lock Security Level Performance 

 Accuracy Recall Precision F1-Score 

Low Level 84% 62% 73% 67% 
Medium Level 88% 64% 78% 70% 

High Level 91% 75% 90% 82% 

 
There are two states: locked door and unlocked door. Locked door is considerd Positive. Unlocked door is 

considerd Negative. Also, there are two state types: Predicted and Actual. True Positive is the number of data where 
Predicted Locked door is also Actual Locked door. False Positive is the number of data where Predicted Locked door 
is actually Actual Unlocked door. False Negative is the number of data where Predicted Unlocked door is actually Actual 
Locked door. Finally, True Negative is the number of data where Predicted Unlocked door is also Actual Unlocked door.  
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Figure 5. Comparison of HHMM, HMM and Naive Bayes Performance 

 
Based on Table 4 the highest accuracy is High Level, which is 91%. The reason is the amount of data that is 

used to determine High Level Security is the largest. The time of data collection can be the reason. High Level Security 
is defined when the user is cooking. This is decided because, by observing Figure 2, it can be seen that activity in the 
kitchen is not in eye sight if standing in the area of the front door, hence higher security is required. High level uses a 
password through a Wi-Fi connected Smart Phone. This can also be an indication that Cooking, being a kitchen activity, 
is well separated from other activities. So, it is unlikely if that activity is mixed up with another activity. 

For other performances, The F1-Score for Low Level, Medium Level, and High Level security respectively are 
67%, 70%, and 82%. Increasing the amount of PIR Sensors, PIR Sensor placements that are more representative to 
activity, or sensor diversity can improve the results. Although for proof, further testing is required. 

Next a comparison is made to measure the HHMM performance against some non-hierarchical learning methods. 
Here the comparison methods used are Naïve Bayes and HMM. The Naïve Bayes and HMM learning are done by 
training a collection of motion sensor data labeled with the desired context. Motion data is considered low level data 
because it does not directly relate to the desired context. After applying data to the methods, performance 
measurements are carried out. Figure 5 shows a comparison between the performance of Naïve Bayes, HMM and 
HHMM. 

Recall is also called the True Positive Rate. Recall determines the success rate of a decision maker in detecting 
correct data from all correct data. In Figure 5, Naïve Bayes and HMM has higher Recall values than HHMM. But on the 
other hand it must be noted that HHMM precision is very low. Whereas Precision is Positive Predictive Value, meaning 
Naïve Bayes and HMM are less able to distinguish wrong data from correct data. When the HHMM Recall is lower and 
the Precision is higher, F1-Measure is used to determine which method provides better overall performance. F1-
Measure is a harmonic average of Recall and Precision. As it can be seen in the chart, the F1-Measure of HHMM is 
higher than the others, so it can be concluded that HHMM has better overall performance than non-hierarchical methods 
such as HHMM and Naïve Bayes. 
 
4. Conclusion 

A system based on an Activity Recognition through a PIR Sensor Network and HHMM has been implemented. 
The HHMM uses user movement training data collection obtained from the PIR sensing for Activity Recognition. A zone 
to zone and activity to activity matrix is presented in the research as a model that shows the creation of the Activity 
Recognition. Testing data were used to measure the performance of the Context-Aware Smart Door Lock in determining 
the correct security level. The results show that High Level security provides the highest accuracy, which is 91%. The 
F1-Score for each level from Low to High respectively are 67%, 70%, and 82%. The novelty of this system is that it is 
hierarchical based, meaning that to reach a certain desired context the system goes through a number of learning 
levels. Here the first level is the movement data pattern and the second level is the activity pattern. The context is 
defined after the activity pattern has been predicted. To measure the success rate of this proposed system, it is 
compared with non-hierarchical learning methods, which are Naïve Bayes and HMM. It is proven that HHMM has better 
performance than other methods, providing an F1-Measure of 73% compared to Naïve Bayes’ 61% and HMM’s 64%. 
Though this system is a proof-of-concept that context-aware security can be generated through activity recognition, the 
supervised learning nature of the HHMM method causes this system to be un-adaptive; the context-aware results in the 
experimental environment of this research will not work in another home’s environment. Hence, for future work, the 
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challenge is to create a context-aware locking system that is provided by unsupervised learning. Also, this system can 
be integrated into other smart home projects involving Activity Recognition. More sensors, like door sensors and 
pressure matts, can be used to add the accuracy in predicting activity. 
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